
Clean as in Dirt-Free 

Our first stake—clean—is also the most basic element of writing.  Just as we 

would prefer not to eat a dirt-covered steak, so readers prefer writing that is free of 

filth—typos, misspellings, split words, joined words, mistakenincorrect 

capitalization, poor format, punctuation errors, missing words, etc.  This writing 

filthFilthy writing, like dirt on a steak, will disgust the discerning consumer.  

Unfortunately, filthy writing among students has only become more common 

with the spread of technology.  Their texts and emails are full of grammar, spelling, 

and punctuation errors;, so they then wonder why it should be any different in their 

termformal papers.  Aren’t punctuation and grammar rules just arbitrary? 

Perhaps, but traffic laws and table manners are arbitrary too., Yyet obedience 

to them matters a great deal.  Without traffic laws, we create public chaos and 

without table manners, we give offense.  Similarly, without clean writing, we create 

chaos on the page and offend the reader.  Informal writing has its place, as in casual 

communication between friends (e.g. “c u 2nite @8p”), but soas does the formal 

writing required in your classes. Writing a paper as you would text a friend is like 

wearing sweatpants and a T-shirt to a white-collar job interview. 

Making dirty writing errors also costs you credibility.  If you belch loudly at a 

formal meal, you not only offend the other participants, but also signal your own 

boorishness and lack of social grace. Yes, our rules against public belching are 

arbitrary (indeed, some cultures see a post-meal burp as a compliment to the host), 

but it is a convention that separates the courteous from the crass.  So it is with writing 

rules: Ffailure to obey them writing rules signals to the reader that the author is 

careless, lazy, and unserious.  

Some students also think that all of this emphasis on format, spelling, and rules 

is nitpicky. “Who cares if I wrote my paper in Ariael instead of Times New Roman 

font? The words say the same thing, don’t they?”  Perhaps, but the world is a nitpicky 

place.  Publications, graduate schools, and employers will not tolerate writing that 

fails to follow instructions; and neither will your instructor. Those who arrogantly 

assume “I don’t need to follow exact instructions” are those who will find themselves 

unemployed.   
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A graduate school admissions chairman once told me that he simply threw 

away all applications that hadn’t exactly followed all of the application instructions 

had not followed all of the application instructions exactly.  He had hundreds of files 

on his desk and was just looking for any excuse to eliminate as many as he could.  

Tossing those with poor format was an easy and effective way to trim down the pile. 

He knew up front that if an applicant did not follow the basic instructions in the 

application, then they wouldn’t follow basic instructions in graduate school.  It also 

signaled that they weren’twere not a person of careful habits and hadn’thad not 

spent much time on an important task.  Why would they want such a person in their 

graduate program?1 

At a used bookstore the other day, I came across a work of history by an 

author I had not heard of.  It looked interesting, so I opened the book and sampled a 

line that read,: “for the United States, it’s motto was manifest destiny.”  I immediately 

put the book back on the shelf and moved on—this author did not even know the 

difference between “it’s” (incorrect) and “its” (correct).  I had opened the book 

wanting to give the author a chance as a credible historian, but with one 

grammatical error, he squandered that credibility and signaled to me that he was a 

amateur, lazy, and unseriousunconcerned amateur. One mistake is enough to lose a 

reader.   

But don’tDo not worry too much., Eeven though writing cleanclean writing is 

of the utmost importance, it is also the easiest of the stakes to master. It requires no 

special talent or innate ability, only a willingness to take the time to proofread.  We 

might compare filth in our paper to the filth onin a pan used to cook dinner.  To get it 

clean, you soap up the brush, scrub, rinse, check for remaining filth, and then repeat 

until the pan is spotless.  Like washing a pan, cleaning your writing takes no special 

skill—just time.  You scrub your paper clean by proofreading until all the dirt is 

                                                 
1 “Well, I’ll show them,” some students think to themselves, “I will just avoid these Puritanical 

nitpickers altogether by working for myself and not bothering with hiring or admissions committees.”  

Sorry, but you still haven’t avoided your obligation to follow format because you must still please 

customers and readers and they will expect you to follow rules as a matter of achieving credibility.  

You can’t get around it so don’t fight it—just follow instructions. 
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gone.  Just as getting a pan clean may take five or six (or more) scrubbings, so 

getting a spotless paper may take five or six (or more) proofreadings. 

Some think that clean writers are those who do not make mistakes.  Nonsense.  

All writers make errors, but clean writers are those who remove the errors. Not even 

the world’s greatest authors have spotless first drafts, but they, unlike lesser writers, 

take time to clean up that first draft until it looks nice.  

Think of it this way: all dinner-party hosts (unless they have just purchased 

brand-new dishes) serve food to their guests on plates that were dirty after the 

previous meal.  That is both expected and accepted.  Nobody is offended by using a 

once-dirty plateplate that was once dirty.  ButHowever, they will be offended if the 

dishes are still dirty at the time of serving.  

Likewise, your instructor doesn’tdoes not care how filthy your paper was once 

upon a time., Sshe only cares that you have taken the time to make it clean before 

submission. A dirty paper will offend and disgust your instructor, just as a grimy dish 

would offend and disgust a dinner guest.  Remember, you are only graded on what 

you submit. and iIt only counts as dirty writing if the filth remains when you turn it in. 

Clean writing is also easy because of the electronic tools we have available.  

While technology may have made us more careless about dirty writing than 

previous generations, it has also given us an advantage in cleaning up that dirt.  The 

word processor has tools that will locate and sweep up most of the spelling, 

/grammar, /punctuation errors for you.2  No longer must we do so much 

laboriousWe no longer need to scrubbingscrub so much by hand—the dishwasher 

saves us time and effort in the kitchen, and the spellchecker saves us time and effort 

on the page. 

Perhaps no generation has been more careless in its writing, and yet no 

generation has had less excuse for this.  Misspelling has always been a sin in 

undergraduate writing, but in the age of automatic spellcheck, it is’s an 

                                                 
2 David Halberstam, a Pulitzer Prize winning reporter and author, admitted that, like all of us, he often 

made numerous errors in his first drafts.  But, being the great writer that he was, he took advantage of 

word processing to improve.  He made the cleaning process into a game by gobbling up errors with 

the electronic cursor.  It was “like playing Pac-Man.”  Best of all, it eliminated work,: “in the old days, 

you made one typo and you had to retype the whole page because of a typo.”  No longer is this the 

case. 
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unpardonable sin.  Running your word processor’s spell-checker takes but a few 

seconds., so Aa student who leaves spelling errors in her paper has communicated 

that theyshe don’tdoes not care enough about theirher grade to even take a moment 

to hit “F7” and “Eenter.”  If a student cares so little, the instructor will care even less 

and award a lower grade. 

Of course, technology will not catch all of your errors for you, so you must still 

need to proofread. For example, the student who writes, “china is a great country” 

must catch the error herself, since “china”, (fine porcelain,) can serve as a noun as 

much as canbe confused with “China”, the nation.  The word processor won’t see it. 

It’s also true that all of us develop mental blocks; our minds just refuse to see 

certain obvious errors.  Since a third party will not have those blocks, give your 

paper to a roommate, spouse, friend, TAteacher’s assistant, or even an employee at 

the university’s writing lab to look it over for you.  Set up a paper swapping deal with 

another student in which you proofread each other’s papers.  This is a win-win 

arrangement that can save both of you dozens of points. 

A third party can also help you avoid the single biggest example of 

undergraduate paper filth:- format errors. It is the pet peeve of every college 

professor I know whenthat students blatantly ignore their instructions.  The professor 

assigns precise requirements for length, font, title material, page numbering, 

margins, source use, etc., and yet students often write papers as if these instructions 

didn’tdo not exist. These are the students who earn the failing grades.  In my 

experience, students do not follow format instructions for one of two reasons: 1) they 

are ignorant of the format (and have been too lazy to consult the syllabus to find out), 

or 2) they are arrogant, believing that format rulesinstructions somehow don’t not 

apply to them. Are laziness and arrogance really what you want to communicate to 

your professor? 

Perhaps the most critical part of following format is keeping the paper within 

the length parameters.  Of course your paper must not be shorter than required, but 

some students think that if too short is bad, then too long must be good. Wrong.  To 

understand why, do the following thought experiment:  
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Iimagine that one day in a history class, your instructor announces that she is 

extending that day’s lecture by an hour.  Her justification is that, “Wwe all like 

history and there can’t be too much of a good thing, so two hours of history class is 

better than one. ”  “Furthermore,” she says, “I can’t possibly get through all of the 

material I’ve prepared in one hour of class time and I don’t want it to go to waste.”  

How would you feel and how would you respond to this teacher?  What’s wrong with 

her reasoning? The reasons you would give also tell you why you should keep your 

papers to the assigned length—not over, not under. 

 Unlike a speed limit where “going a little over” is no big deal, the paper 

length requirement is, indeed, a big deal.  Better to learn this lesson now, as the 

professional world will have the same demands.   

 Having established the importance of clean writing, let’s now turn to a few  of 

the common ways that students leave dirt on their papers.  First, they struggle with 

apostrophe usage. You should useplace an apostrophe-s (’s) before the “s” when 

denoting possession and only useuse only an “s” when denoting plurality.  So, “the 

monkey’s” would refer to something the monkey possessed (say, “the monkey’s 

banana”) while “the monkeys” refers to a plurality of monkeys (as in, “the monkeys 

ate their bananas”).   

Simple enough, but there are a couple of twists.  When making a plural term 

possessive, put the apostrophe after the “s.”  Thus, “the worker’s lunch hour” refers 

to the lunch hour of one worker while “the workers’ lunch hour” refers to the lunch 

hour of many workers.  

Also, remember that the neuter possessive pronoun “its” denotes possession 

without an apostrophe, while “it’s” is not possessive, but a contraction meaning “it 

is.”  So wWe say, “the dog lost its bone,” and not “the dog lost it’s bone” (since that 

would mean “the dog lost it is bone”—a nonsense sentence). 

Second, students also have trouble remembering to use commas to separate 

items in a list or set off a parenthetical reference.  This is particularly important when 

using a string of adjectives before a noun.  So, iInstead of referring to a nation as: 
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 “an impoverished struggling country” 

 

Say insteadYou would write instead: 

 

☺  “an impoverished, struggling country” 

 

A good rule of thumb is to see if you could insert the word “and” between the 

adjectives—if so, you need a comma there. 

Using commas to set off parenthetical references avoids muddled meaning.  

For instance, one student wrote: 

 

 “Some like the colonists of Massachusetts succeeded in…”  

 

This is confusing.  It sounds as if the author was saying that some people like, or have 

positive feelings towards, the colonists.  But the author, using the word “like” as a 

synonym for “such as,” should have written instead: 

 

☺ “Some, like the colonists of the New WorldMassachusetts, succeeded 

in…” 

 

The magical comma has two commas have dispelled the confusion by indicating a 

parenthetical reference. 

Students also err in using commas when they should use semicolons or vice 

versa.  Only use a semicolon when joining two independent clauses into a single 

sentence.  If each clause can stand alone, then it’s OK to use the semicolon.  If not, 

you must use a comma. 

 

One student wrote:  

 

 “As soon as he received recognition; Mao abandoned his ideas. 


